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Abstract: The workers and people working in chemical and allied industries are exposed to the toxic releases and emissions. They face risk of many possible disasters. Health awareness, safety and hazard identification are very important aspects of modern day operating procedures in chemical, pharmaceutical, petroleum, biochemical and allied industries. Chemical engineering the core of industrial development. Various raw materials with variety of properties and applications are used for synthesis of products. High temperature and pressure conditions are required in many reactions and also for storage of various materials in liquefied forms. Extreme operational and storage conditions call for stringent safety norms and disaster management systems. Various chain reactions and exothermic reaction are cause of concern. Any problem in cooling system can cause huge disaster. The awareness about consequence of small errors should be emphasized on the workers. The chemical engineering education is complimented by laboratory studies and experimentation. These experiments also involves many chemicals and hence laboratory disaster identification and mitigation measures need to be studied. Research laboratories are more prone to such incidences as many new materials are synthesized and new processes, reactions are developed. This paper summarizes these guidelines and practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Toxicological properties of various materials, chemicals, heavy metals and their effect on human being are discussed by many investigators [1-5]. Exposure to various compound like phenol can cause various long term and short term effects [6-10]. The extent of effect on living system depends on time of exposure and the concentration. Organic materials present in the wastewater can also cause health problems [11-15]. Toxicity due to heavy metals is also cause of concern. Heavy metals have tendency to accumulate in human bodies [16-20]. The workers and people working in chemical and allied industries are exposed to the toxic releases and emissions. They face risk of many possible disasters. Health awareness, safety and hazard identification are very important aspects of modern day operating procedures in chemical, pharmaceutical, petroleum, biochemical and allied industries. Chemical engineering the core of industrial development. Various raw materials with variety of properties and applications are used for synthesis of products. High temperature and pressure conditions are required in many reactions and also for storage of various materials in liquefied forms. Extreme operational and storage conditions call for stringent safety norms and disaster management systems. Various chain reactions and exothermic nature of reaction are cause of concern. Any problem in cooling system can cause huge disaster. The awareness about consequence of small errors should be emphasized on the workers. The chemical engineering education is complimented by laboratory studies and experimentation. These experiments also involves many chemicals and hence laboratory disaster identification and mitigation measures need to be studied. Research laboratories are more prone to such incidences as many new materials are synthesized and new processes, reactions are developed. This paper summarizes these guidelines and practices.

2 REVIEW ON DISASTERS, HAZARDS AND SAFETY IN LABORATORIES AND INDUSTRIES
It is always envisaged that the chemical engineer have detailed idea of possible the accidents and hazards in chemical industries. Most of the industries showcase personal protective equipment as major disaster management activity. As they say ‘prevention is better than cure’, proper knowledge and awareness of the process is key to avoid the accidents. Redddy and Yarrakula discussed the accidents taken place across 30 countries [21]. They identified 70 such accidents and analyzed them. The statistics show that on average 30 deaths and 90 people injuries occur per accident [21]. These figures are really alarming. The number of deaths are maximum in African and Asian countries. In developed countries the deaths are very less and injuries are more. This indicates difference in medical facilities and also sophistications and awareness of post-accident handling of accidents and first aid. Industries handling hydrocarbon and toxic chemicals are more prone to accidents. Also Flammability and explosive nature of hydrocarbon is reason behind sixty percent of accidents. In laboratory practices, it is desired that all the investigators, guides, subject teachers are aware of the properties of the chemicals, they are handling. Physical, chemical and biological properties are indicators of possible hazards due to them. Use of proper clean up procedure after spillage is decided based on the nature and amount of chemical spillage [22]. If the properties and nature of chemical is not known then the spillage should be treated as highest risk to human safety and dealt with accordingly. Approximately up to 4 liters of spillage of the inflammable nontoxic chemicals is treated as minor spillage. Also spill with 20 ml of hazardous chemical is treated as minor spill [22]. For minor spillage cleanup is done by laboratory staff. If the release or spillage poses major health risk and requires immediate evacuation, high level of toxicity and unclear about data about chemicals, then this type of spillage is termed as major spillage. Studying the material and safety data sheet before handling the chemicals is required to avoid the accidents. According to Chen, effective process safety management is key to process safety [23]. In detail study of the chemicals and processes is needed for effective safety management. Collecting data, acquiring information and gaining knowledge are steps towards effective safety management. Knowledge can be of two types [23]. One is
explicit, acknowledge that can be shared and documented without discussion. Other is tacit knowledge, which comes from experience and should be discussed with other members. A good knowledge framework helps in preventing disasters and hazards. Identification, storage, classification and selection of knowledge should done based on available data and experience. Explosion is one of the common disaster type happening in chemical and allied industries. The explosion prevention activities can be carried out at three levels [24]. Manufacturers, operators and auditors form three levels of such activities. According to Abdou, laboratories and research organization have been slower to adopt such safety practices and programs [25]. In an activity program most of the dangers can be avoided by proper practices. It is envisaged to have science instruction program for safe operation of laboratories and research facilities. According to him, safety and health should be important aspects of science instruction programs. Security is preventive measure taken to avoid accident. Safety is protection against accident while security is prevention against deliberate harm. Difference between them can be described by using one examples. Labelling helps to recognize hazardous chemicals. This is safety aspect. Also labelling helps to identify the thefts also. This is security aspect of labelling. The factors such as Genetics, Specific chemical, Protection controls, Dose & Duration Concentration Life style & Environment affect the diseases and their severity. People should be trained to use fire extinguisher. The chemicals must be labelled clearly about their properties such as flammable, poison, explosive, toxic, bioactive and biohazards etc. Various measures are taken in Japan for determining health and safety of workers [26]. Promotion of safety program and appreciation of disaster and safety related activities can be helpful in spreading safety the chemicals. Bologna et al. discussed safety aspects of computer based systems for chemical process industries[27]. The safety issue has cultural, management and engineering aspects to think and study [27]. The safety problems must be address in the context of entire system. Various protective systems have mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, electronic, programmable electronic tools. Process measurement, regulation and surveillance applications are made easier with the use of proper instrumentation systems. Computers are used for Control and alarm systems Safety systems Interlocking systems Leak detection systems, Instrument monitoring systems Fire and gas detection systems [27]. In India, there is need for sustained efforts for educating workers about risk and hazards at workplace and need for training about the same [28]. Substantial efforts are still required to improve prediction, mitigation and release of hazardous chemicals, gases in the atmosphere. The emission of toxic gases in the atmosphere during accidents is major concern for the people around the area. Atmospheric conditions decide their concentrations at various distances from the source. Efforts are done for educating the people for handling the situation when disaster occurs in chemical industries. National disaster guideline were published by the government of India in 2007 [28]. In detail guidelines for infrastructure, medical facilities, handling, and storage are discussed in detail in these guidelines. In the context of worldwide threats due to misuse of chemicals and reagents, it is important that the research and educational institutes are aware of possible accidents due to intentional or unintentional activities of the people [29]. Daily commitment by each person can make the safety program successful. Faculty members should promote the safety programs and make student aware of possible hazards. The possible hazards is very important term because student may have to face many situations they may not have encountered with in real life. Mock accidents and disasters can help students to handle the future scenario if it actually occurs in much better and composed manner. According to McLeod, formal job safety analysis is the best safety tool [30]. All emergency exits and drains should be regularly checked. Eating and drinking in the laboratory area must be strictly avoided. The guidelines for loss prevention and control for high-hazard chemical and petrochemical plants should be paid more attention [31]. These guideline helps in evaluation of highly divergent protection levels. Pre-emergency planning, preventive maintenance and inspection and management of change were some key aspect discussed in the global asset protection guidelines [31]. Oluoch et al. discussed the Occupational Safety and Health Hazards’ Exposure in water service industry [32]. They prepared and got filled the questionnaire for obtaining primary data. They conducted risk analyses for biological, chemical, ergonomics, physical, and psychological and safety risks. Their study indicated that biological and chemical risk was very high for the workers. Various government agencies and research organizations are involved in providing assistance and creating awareness about safety and hazards in research laboratories [33]. The importance of consulting and listening to the past researchers is being emphasized upon the researchers. Fuentes-Bargues discussed risk analysis for fuel storage terminal [34]. They used hazard and operability study (HAZOP) and fault tree analysis for the purpose. Size and complex nature of plants, variety of chemicals handled makes the HAZOP study important part of safety measures. The probability of risk and failure can be analyzed by the FTA. Loading and unloading of chemicals are probable risk incidents for the workers. Loading area is prone to spillage hazards. Training of staff can help in avoiding the danger due to human errors. When natural disaster (earthquake) occurs during laboratory working, the ongoing experiments should be completed and no new experiments should be started. Prior to evacuation, all the chemicals should be identified and labelled. Appropriate storage locations should be identified and materials should be stored accordingly. Also tightly sealed, waterproof containers should be used for storing reactive chemicals (35). Handling of nano-chemicals and emergency planning need to be discussed and implemented with lot of thought. Many new material and new equipment are being synthesized and fabricated with specific applications. Identification of possible hazards due to these new developments should be taken into consideration while preparing laboratory safety guidelines [36].Pharmaceutical industries and prone to biohazards and toxic release. Toxicological data and hazard identification are important aspects of safety measures [37]. Hazardous materials are classified from A to E categories. Various government and non-government agencies, firms and laboratories are working hard to keep the people safe. They have published studies and guidelines for hazards, safety and disaster management in chemical laboratories [38, 39]. These efforts need more support from government, workers, research and people at large for implementation of more safe and clean practices. Proper disposal of electronic and hazardous waste can avoid many potential disasters. Most of the times the solid waste is buried in the land. This is a potential risk as the soil
cover can be get removed and waste may be exposed. The hazardous waste poses big threat to the people near the dumping site [40-42]. Incineration, sanitary landfill and aerobic and anaerobic methods can be used for solid wastes depending on their composition [43-45]. Proper disposal of electronic and hazardous waste can avoid many potential disasters. The management of electronic waste is very important from hazard prevention perspective. Compared to developing countries, India needs more awareness among the stakeholders regarding E waste. Policy frameworks are prepared from time to time [46-47]. Legal measures are also being taken in India and other developing countries. E-waste recycling is being explored and practiced [48-50].

3 Conclusion
Health awareness, safety and hazard identification are very important aspects of modern day operating procedures in chemical, pharmaceutical, petroleum, biochemical and allied industries. Chemical engineering the core of industrial development. Various raw materials with variety of properties and applications are used for synthesis of products. High temperature and pressure conditions are required in many reactions and also for storage of various materials in liquefied forms. Extreme operational and storage conditions call for stringent safety norms and disaster management systems. Various chain reactions and exothermic nature of reaction are cause of concern. Any problem in cooling system can cause huge disaster. The awareness about consequence of small errors should be emphasized on the workers. Proper disposal of electronic and hazardous waste can avoid many potential disasters. The management of electronic waste is very important from hazard prevention perspective. Compared to developing countries, India needs more awareness among the stakeholders regarding E waste.
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